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ABSTRACT

Living kidney transplantation offers the best treatment in terms of life-expectancy and quality of life for those with end-stage renal disease. The long-term risks of living donor nephrectomy, although real, are very small, with evidence of good medium-term outcomes. Who should be entitled to donate, and in which circumstances, is nevertheless a live question. We explore the ethical dimensions of a request by an individual to donate both of their kidneys during life: ‘dual living kidney donation’. Our ethical analysis is tethered to a hypothetical case study in which a father asks to donate a kidney to each of his twin boys. We explore the autonomy of the protagonists, alongside different dimensions of the public interest, such as the need to protect not only the recipients, but also the donor and even the wider community.

Whilst acknowledging objections to ‘dual-donation’, not least by reference to the harms that the donor might be expected to endure, we suggest there is a prima facie case for permitting this, provided that both donor and recipients are willing and that due attention is paid to such considerations as the autonomy and welfare of all parties, as well as to the wider ramifications of acting on such a request. We argue for broader interpretations of the concepts of autonomy and welfare, recognizing the importance of relationships and the relevance of more than merely physical well-being. Equipped with such a holistic assessment, we suggest there is a prima facie case for allowing ‘dual living kidney donation’.

1. INTRODUCTION

Renal Replacement Therapy (RRT) is a term used to describe treatments that at least partially substitute the role of failed kidneys and includes haemodialysis, peritoneal dialysis and renal transplantation. Transplantation is associated with better survival and quality of life compared with dialysis,\(^1\) and with better outcomes for living-donor, compared with deceased-donor, transplants.\(^2\) Prospective live donors are assessed according to national and international guidelines.\(^3\) The long-term risks of living donor nephrectomy, although real, are very small,\(^4\) with evidence of good medium-term outcomes, at least in

---


The quality of life of most living donors is at least equal to the general population and returns to pre-donation levels after donation.\(^5\)

Who should be entitled to donate, and in which circumstances, is nevertheless a live question. In 1996, David Patterson, an inmate at California State Prison, USA, donated a kidney to his daughter, Renada Daniel-Patterson, who suffered from End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD). In 1998, after this transplant failed, David offered to donate his second – and therefore only remaining – kidney.\(^6\) The case was considered by the University of California, San Francisco’s clinical bioethics committee and David’s request to donate was not permitted. Renada received a kidney from her uncle, but this failed within a few years, and Renada died in 2007.\(^7\)

A previous examination of the ethical dimensions of this case \(^8\) focussed on issues specific to David and Renada’s circumstances, including the state funding of healthcare for prisoners in a country with a private medical insurance model, the rights of prisoners, and the likelihood of rejection of a second kidney from the same donor. In this article, we aim to build on that discussion, by considering a related but different scenario, in which one individual asks to donate both of their kidneys to two recipients. The case study we describe is hypothetical, although the clinical experience of one of the authors suggests such requests do not exist in theory only. A current case in Canada, in which twin girls each require a kidney, suggests such requests do not exist in theory only. A tentative case can be made, and ways can be found of avoiding potentially slippery slopes. We tether our analysis to a hypothetical case, which we outline in the next section. Our case is located in England, but our arguments will have wider relevance and resonance.

2. **AN OFFER OF DUAL-DONATION**

45-year-old identical twins, James and Philip, both have ESRD secondary to X-linked Alport syndrome. They have both been on three-times-a-week haemodialysis for approximately five years, and have been active on the national deceased-donor waiting list in the UK for this time. Both have had recurrent problems whilst on dialysis, and have received a number of blood transfusions. The best option for James and Philip is to each have a Living Kidney Transplant (LKT) from a friend or relative. They have inherited their condition from their mother June, who is a carrier. In addition, June is from Trinidad and has sickle cell trait, which means she is not considered a suitable living kidney donor (LKD). Their white British father, Tom, who is 69 years old, has been retired for four years and is fit and well. No other friends or relatives are available for donation.

Tom attends the renal unit to discuss his wish to donate both his kidneys – one to each son. He reports that he has been considering this ‘for years’ and knows that if he donates both his kidneys he will require some form of RRT. Having attended many of his sons’ clinic appointments and dialysis sessions he knows well what this involves. He states that his main priority in life is to ensure that his children are happy and healthy, and he says that he values their well-being above his own.

\(^{10}\) A simple utilitarian approach might bring us to such a conclusion. However, our analysis encompasses more than utilitarian concerns and we suspect it draws a more restrictive line that a utilitarian analyst might.

---


3. AN AUTONOMOUS OFFER?

Whether or not Tom’s offer ought to be accepted might be said to depend, at least in part, on whether his can be considered an autonomous offer. Coggon has helpfully provided a tripartite typology of autonomous decision-making, by which we can distinguish autonomous choices according to whether they convey an individual’s current, best, or ideal desires.11 Reducing autonomous choice to one’s current desires, and thus even to one’s most fleeting whims, seems to deprive autonomy of the reflective element we might expect of true self-rule. The prioritization of only ideal desires then seems to go too far in the opposite direction: here we would only count as autonomous those choices which should be made, according to some objective account of the good, and this threatens to remove the self from self-rule. Perhaps, then, best desire autonomy offers the best account, since it allows the individual to choose, albeit in a suitably reflective fashion, in which there is due regard for what the individual wants to want (their second order desires).12

Of course, whichever account is preferred, there will be further criteria to be fulfilled before the individual can be considered to be making an autonomous choice. The usual criteria – which require the individual to have sufficient mental capacity, information, and freedom to decide – tend to align with our preferred account of autonomy, in which an autonomous choice is one which aligns with the individual’s best desires.

Applying these observations to Tom’s offer, he appears to be suitably well-informed and we have no reason to doubt that he has the requisite capacity to make this offer. But is his choice truly his own, in the sense that he has not been unduly influenced? Certainly, questions might arise as to whether Tom appears to have been pressurized (overtly or covertly). Rather than approach this case with the presumption that such interference has occurred, we suggest that we might better understand Tom’s offer by putting it in (his) context – and doing so should, in turn, better enable us to assess whether this looks like an expression of Tom’s best desires.

As is well known, there is growing dissatisfaction with the idea of autonomy as an isolated and individualistic concept, which presumes that we exercise our self-rule independently of others. More relational accounts suggest that autonomy is both constrained and facilitated by others. Anne Donchin has developed a critique of the atomistic concept of autonomy, which ‘deprives individuals of virtually all particularity, taking as the norm a monadic self, stripped of all social relations’.13 Donchin has argued that autonomy should instead be viewed as ‘a positive conception of human agency that recognizes relational experiences as an integral dimension of individuality’,14 acknowledging ‘the social context that constructs and facilitates . . . choices’.15 Similarly, Carl Elliott suggests that ‘a vocabulary of rights and autonomy can be inadequate to represent the intimate bonds of family and friends, the delicate balance between sacrifice and self-interest, and the complex, often awkward relationship between doctors and organ donors or research subjects’.16

These insights suggest that Tom should not be isolated from his paternal relationship with his sons; Tom might remain an individual but his ‘individual identity cannot be abstracted from its entwinement’17 with the identities of these significant others. Once we appreciate this, we might also come to appreciate that Tom’s choice does indeed reflect his best desires. As such, we might conclude that Tom has made an authentic, autonomous offer.

This, of course, will not be the end of the matter. Levy has referred to an individual’s proclaimed ‘right and capacity to make choices that advance their own significant projects’.18 Here we move from considerations of autonomy to considerations of liberty. As we have seen, autonomy will conjure questions of capacity, but liberty will introduce different questions, regarding the rights or entitlements of individuals. No matter how autonomous a choice might be, there remains the question of respect: should the choice be respected, in the sense that the desire is honoured? If autonomy is tethered to ideal desires, then people’s choices will certainly be limited (indeed, they will be limited from the outset). However, the extent to which individual choices should be respected will be a live issue, even if we adopt a more subjectively-oriented account of autonomy, such as one that is premised on best desires. We consider these limitations by reference to the public interest.

4. IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST?

Coggon and Miola have suggested that, ‘Whatever the overarching normativity, liberty is the freedom to act

14 Ibid: 367
15 Ibid: 374
17 A. Donchin. op. cit. note 12, pp 382
within it. Liberty marks the bounds of the laws required to mediate the co-existence of people who should be free to act autonomously. The boundaries that might be erected around individual choices can be conceptualized in terms of the ‘public interest’. However, determining what is – or should be – considered in the public interest is not straightforward.

Held has offered a useful typology for organizing accounts of the public interest. First, there are preponderance theories. These adopt a subjective account of ‘interests’, which are to be understood in terms of individuals’ preferences; on this account, the public interest aggregates the preferences, in a utilitarian manner. Of course, this approach leaves the public interest to turn on what the majority of people happen to desire – and, as such, the minority appear doomed to lose out. The second approach is instead unitary, and locates the public interest in those objective interests which people should value. Yet this approach threatens to stray too far from what people actually value; specifying these ‘objective’ interests is bound to be a fraught enterprise. The final alternative strives for a degree of subjectivity, alongside a measure of objectivity, in pointing to the common interest, and therefore to those interests that might truly be said to be shared by everyone. But here, too, difficult questions will arise, about what these interests might be, and about the respect to be granted to different, competing interests.

So what, then, are the values that the public interest might be said to promote or protect? We can approach this question by looking at the different sorts of claims that are typically made in the name of the public interest. Ashcroft has pointed to six such claims, which can be organized according to whose particular interests are being protected or promoted: the individual in question, some other(s), or the wider collective. We will look at each of these groups, starting with those other than the individual, with a view to exploring whether Tom’s offer to donate should be accepted.

5. PROTECTING THE RECIPIENT(S)?

Perhaps the most obvious arguments that could be made for accepting Tom’s offer are those which will point to the likely benefits to his sons, James and Philip. With these transplants, James and Philip’s welfare should be improved. Welfare, however, is another complex concept; as with autonomy and the public interest itself, we can consider three ways of understanding the idea. First, we might see welfare in terms of desire-fulfilment, which will invite reflection on an individual’s preferences and, therefore, on their autonomy. Alternatively, we might point to particular mental states, such as pleasure and the avoidance of suffering; bringing in notions like ‘quality of life’. Finally, we can see welfare in terms of particular objective goods: goods, such as life itself or the value in intimate relationships, which might be judged valuable in and of themselves, no matter whether individuals actually happen to want these goods or how ‘happy’ they might make them.

James and Philip’s desires – and thus their autonomy – can be accommodated if we insist that they must agree to the offer and therefore to the transplant before it can proceed. If accepted, the offer also appears likely to improve the quality and length of their lives, especially since their prospects of receiving a transplant from other sources is slim. As of March 2014 5,881 patients were registered as active on the deceased-donor kidney transplant waiting list in the UK, and for the financial year 2013–2014, 2,142 deceased-donor kidney transplants were performed in the UK. The short-fall between individuals requiring a renal transplant and kidneys available for donation is clear.

If all three required a transplant, James and Philip would be less likely than Tom to be offered suitable transplants from the national deceased-donor list, and they would be likely to wait longer for a suitable offer, for two main reasons. First, an individual’s likelihood of receiving a transplant from the UK’s national allocation scheme is reduced by any previous event that will have caused their immune system to encounter ‘foreign’ material and generate an immune response thereto. Through this process an individual becomes ‘sensitized’, meaning that a number of organs that may be offered to that recipient are now unsuitable. Blood transfusions, pregnancies and previous transplants are all sensitizing events. James and Philip’s previous transplants are therefore likely to have reduced the number of deceased-donor organs suitable for them.

Secondly, James and Philip are mixed-race, and individuals from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) groups are less likely in practice to receive a deceased-donor transplant and are more likely to wait longer to
receive one. This is in part because of an increased risk of ESRD in non-white populations in the UK, and in part due to the ethnic composition of deceased-donors. Matching of a donor to a recipient is likely to be closer when the ethnicity of the donor and recipient are closer, but there is a discrepancy between supply and demand for BAME individuals: for 2013, more than 30% of people listed for a kidney transplant were from a BAME background compared to just 5.6% of deceased kidney donors.

Although scores exist, there is no simple way to determine precisely the likelihood of an individual receiving a deceased-donor kidney transplant, but the evidence suggests that James and Philip would be waiting longer. In addition, recipient and transplant survival with LKTs remains superior to that with deceased-donor transplants, which may be an important consideration given the ages of James, Philip and Tom. If Tom donated both his kidneys and then (if he was willing) received a deceased-donor kidney transplant, he might die with a functioning transplant. For James and Philip, however, the longer the ‘life expectancy’ of the grafted kidney, the greater the time before a return to dialysis or a second transplant.

There is, therefore, a case to be made for accepting Tom’s offer, in view of the benefits to his sons’ physical well-being, provided they are willing to accept the offer. There is, however, the possibility that James and Philip will be at risk of harm to their psychological well-being. Qualitative research with potential and actual recipients of LKTs, in situations in which the donor has donated one kidney, suggests that recipients can experience concerns about the donor’s health, feelings of guilt, and a sense of indebtedness to their donor. One might anticipate James and Philip being especially concerned about their father, and the impact on him of accepting his offer. At the same time, however, the benefits to them remain significant, so we cannot entirely discount the possibility that they will be amenable to accepting their father’s gift. It is arguable that the benefits to Tom’s sons outweigh the risks that they will experience harm. As such, so far, we have at least an arguable case that the offer can be accepted.

6. PROTECTING THE DONOR?

Notwithstanding any benefits to others, there is sometimes said to be a public interest in protecting the individual from him or herself, with the result that the liberty of – and thus the choices that can be made by – that individual will be constrained. Ashcroft exemplifies this by reference to the compulsory detention of a mentally disordered individual, when this is done in order to protect his or her welfare. As with James and Philip, we can refer to Tom’s desires, his mental state, and his objective good when thinking through his welfare.

There are evidently risks to Tom’s mental state and his objective good, since donation will adversely affect his (physical) quality of life, and perhaps his life-expectancy. Feinberg distinguishes between ‘direct and certain harm’ and ‘the risk of harm’: the former includes ‘cases of the direct production of harm to a person, when the harm is the certain upshot of his or another’s action and its desired end’, whilst the latter encompasses ‘cases of the direct creation of a risk of harm to oneself in the course of activities directed toward other ends’. Tom appears most likely to be running the ‘risk of harm’; harm is not directly intended but will ensue from him donating both his kidneys.

In single kidney donation there is no physical benefit to the donor but there is a definite, albeit small, ‘risk of harm’ – including of death. Traditionally the harm associated with donation is temporary (e.g. incisional pain), but it may be more permanent and significant; as such, the risk is likely only to be run if the probability of the harm materializing is sufficiently low to justify the procedure. In the case of dual-kidney donation, however, this ‘risk of harm’ becomes certain; the procedure would inevitably result in some harm to Tom. Whether this risk of harm should operate as a bar on Tom’s choice would

28 United Kingdom Guidelines for Living Donor Kidney Transplantation. op. cit. note 3
29 We will return to the possibility that Tom might not be willing.
31 R. Ashcroft. op. cit. note 19 p21.
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...which includes desire-satisfaction.37 Desire-satisfaction, it consists of both affective and cognitive components, suggesting that there is a valid such distinction.35 Secondly, the doctrine also requires proportionality and even a degree of necessity, in the sense that running the risk is the best we can do. Here it could be argued that the risk to Tom can be reduced, by ensuring that Tom receives RRT and is placed on the transplant waiting-list.

Tom might even be able to argue that the harm-benefit ratio can be further tipped in favour of honouring his choice, since doing so respects his desires. Here we are drawn back to our earlier reflections on Tom’s autonomy. Each individual will have, in Rawls’ words, their own ‘conception of the good’ – a sense of what is valuable and to be pursued.36 Subjective well-being will consist of both affective and cognitive components, which includes desire-satisfaction.37 Desire-satisfaction, it has been argued, involves a realization of desires, irrespective of any associated affective satisfaction. Allowing Tom’s desires to be realized could be judged valuable insofar as this involves respecting his autonomy. However, Tom could also argue that it would benefit him in other ways.

Tom could argue that his psychological well-being will be enhanced, notwithstanding any risks to his physical well-being. It seems plausible that Tom could claim that his well-being is adversely affected by witnessing his sons receiving haemodialysis. From an evolutionary perspective, Tom’s choice to donate could amount to biological kin altruism.38 Tom’s desired outcome is the survival of his genetic progeny, an end which he might judge outweighs any costs accrued.

Indeed, ensuring the survival of his sons could contribute positively to Tom’s well-being in a relational sense. Here a parallel can be drawn with a ruling from English law.39 Y was a severely disabled adult, whose sister required a bone marrow transplant. Y was a suitable donor. Although there was not a close relationship between the sisters, Y reportedly took pleasure from her relationship with her mother. The court recognized that if Y’s sister died as a result of not receiving the transplant, Y’s relationship with her mother would be adversely affected, in terms of the duration of visits, as her mother would have had to take on the care of Y’s sister’s child. Strictly speaking, the judge was required to decide only on the basis of incapacitated Y’s ‘best interests’. Notably, however, the judgment afforded room to the wider familial relationships and the donation was authorized.40

These arguments can also be made a negative sense; we can point not only to the benefits that Tom might accrue, but also to the harms he might avoid, if his choice is honoured. DeGrazia argues that there exists a harm in ‘confinement’, in both a literal and non-literal sense i.e. harm can result from the thwarting of desires and freedoms.41 Indeed, recently a call has been made to the transplant community to study the harms experienced by potential LKDs who, although willing, are not able to donate.42 In this work, Allen et al. argue that the risks of donation and those of non-donation should be considered in tandem and, by extrapolation, the risk of non-donation may sometimes be ‘greater’ than that of donation. In Tom’s case, there might be a case for considering not only the benefits and harms of donation, but also of denying him the opportunity to donate.

In sum, although there are risks to Tom if he is permitted to donate, a prima facie case apparently can be made for allowing him to do so, since this could also have a positive impact on his well-being. Indeed, it seems arguable that there is a ‘coincidence of [the donor’s] interests with the benefit to accrue to the recipient [s]’.43 This cannot be the end of the matter, however, since we now need to move beyond the recipients and the donor to the wider community. Are there sufficient concerns at this level to impose a bar on Tom’s choice?

7. PROTECTING THE COMMUNITY?

Ultimately the decision whether or not to accept Tom’s offer requires consideration of the impact that this could have on the community in which Tom resides.44 Identifying and specifying the collective good is not straightforward but it seems plausible to suggest that a society like England places great value on such goods as autonomy.

35 Ibid.
39 Re Y (Mental Incapacity: Bone Marrow Transplant) [1996] 2 FLR 787.
40 Feinberg op. cit. note 31; Given Y’s incapacity, we recognize the terminological difficulty of labelling this ‘donation’, but will retain the convention for present purposes.
43 Sauder & Parker, op. cit. note 8, p.406
44 We leave to one side how one determines the boundaries of such a community. We restrict ourselves, here, to the jurisdiction in which Tom resides, taken to be England.
health, and life. Various laws and policies attest to the assumed value of these goods; indeed, there are also instrumental safeguards, such as the creation of specific professions which work to secure these goods: healthcare is an obvious example.

If, then, we assume that the society in question is dedicated to promoting and protecting such values as autonomy, health, and life, then how might these values be served – or threatened – by Tom’s offer? In seeking to answer this question, we will explore three specific issues: the impact of donation on the collective goods; the impact of donation on those who work to protect the collective goods; and the impact of donation on the distribution of the collective goods. We will consider these issues in reverse order.

7.1. Distributing collective goods?

Although more can be said, let us assume that health is a collective good, and that the ‘healthcare enterprise’ exists precisely in order to serve this value, whatever this ‘fuzzy’ value might be said to encompass. Inevitably, more difficult questions will then arise, about how the enterprise – and the ‘good’ – should be shared out amongst those individuals who make up the collective. How might Tom’s offer relate to the question of distribution?

If we stick with the UK context, a broadly utilitarian approach might be taken to distribution: here, the QALY (quality-adjusted life year) is used to ensure that healthcare is distributed to those most likely to benefit, in the sense that this will afford them good quality years of life. This approach is, of course, subject to ethical complexity and controversy, including in the field of transplantation. If we nevertheless apply this logic, then Tom’s offer could be considered favourably. Transplantation offers a net cost-benefit when compared to dialysis in a cost evaluation of RRT. The cost-benefit of kidney transplantation compared to dialysis over a period of ten years is £241,000. The cost-benefit of dual-kidney donation in this instance is less than that associated with Tom donating a single kidney to one of his sons and remaining treatment-free. Yet, the most cost-effectual solution would involve Tom also receiving a donated kidney. Whether a kidney would be forthcoming remains to be seen, but, in terms of distribution at least, it seems arguable that Tom’s offer could be accepted.

7.2. Protecting the gatekeepers?

Remaining with health as a collective good, we should also consider whether Tom’s offer might be considered an affront to those who strive to serve this good, i.e. healthcare professionals. Here we focus specifically on the surgeons who would be required to perform the donor nephrectomies.

Some maintain that medicine – and, by extension, surgery – has its own distinctive integrity and perhaps even a constitutive ‘internal morality’. On such accounts, surgeons should only be doing that which is compatible with the essential nature of their endeavour: they are not merely the ‘puppet technicians’ of the patient’s will. We might well anticipate objections to Tom’s offer from this perspective. Tom’s request seems some distance from the traditional ‘disease/treatment’, ‘doctor/patient’ models with which surgery might usually be associated. Notwithstanding any psychological or other benefits that Tom might accrue, Tom is not (yet) a patient, nor is he an obvious beneficiary of the proposed procedure, at least in terms of his physical health.

Yet such objections need not succeed: those accounts of the ‘core’ of the surgical endeavour that have been offered appear to be neither necessary nor sufficient, and they appear also to beg crucial questions. In short, there is no obvious ‘core’ to the endeavour, and this should not be surprising given the intrinsic fuzziness of the ideal of...
‘health’ that medicine purports to serve.\textsuperscript{55} However, this need not mean that we should entirely discount the views of surgeons. As Freedman suggests:

> the internal morality of medicine . . . rests ultimately on society’s commitment to preserving and ensuring continuation to a value through allocating it to be especially safeguarded by concerned professionals in society. By adopting a profession with its central value, society has given warrant to corollaries of that value to be pursued irrespective (sometimes) of, for example, simple considerations of utility.

On this view, space should be afforded to the opinions of these ‘gatekeepers’ to health, but the amount of space afforded will ultimately be determined by the society, in light of the \textit{various} values it chooses to promote.

As such, society will determine the extent to which surgeons’ qualms (if present) should be heeded. Various laws and policies indicate that society wishes to afford considerable space to such professionals. Surgeons are therefore empowered as gatekeepers: they must, for example, check that patients are competent, informed and free to decide, but they are not obliged to act merely on the basis of patients’ demands and they can, if conscience dictates, step back from performing certain procedures.\textsuperscript{56} Yet, despite all this, the surgeon’s power is not unfettered. Donchin reminds us that the ‘construction of the traditional physician as a noble, paternalistic, and unfettered. Donchin reminds us that the ‘construction of the traditional physician as a noble, paternalistic, and

\textit{...afforded will ultimately be determined by the society, in light of the \textit{various} values it chooses to promote.}

The surgeon therefore operates within boundaries which, ultimately, are imposed by the society-at-large. Surgeons and their professional bodies will influence society’s judgment, but theirs will not be the only voices, nor will the value they serve – ‘health’ – be the only value. One way in which society expresses all this is through the law: if a procedure is deemed lawful (subject to the satisfaction of certain criteria), then the surgeon is obliged to provide that service or, if her personal conscience is at odds with this, another surgeon must do so. But would – or should – society be willing to accede to Tom’s request? We will not here consider the precise legal intricacies of Tom’s offer, but we will reflect on the wider values dimensions thereof, with a view to ascertaining whether this might be an offer too far.

7.3. Protecting the collective goods?

In addition to the value placed on health, (UK) society appears also to value autonomy and life, and will be mindful of the wider impact that allowing dual-donation might have on these values.

If we start with \textit{autonomy}, it might be argued that creating the option of dual-donation would compromise the voluntariness component of autonomy. Here, we might anticipate slippery slope objections, specifically of an empirical form:\textsuperscript{59} allowing Tom to donate looks likely in practice to have questionable consequences, one of which might be that the value of respect for autonomy is undermined.

One of the objections that is made against allowing the creation of a market in organs is that affording the option of sale will place pressure on some individuals to exercise the option.\textsuperscript{60} By analogy, an individual could feel pressured by the knowledge that dual-donation is an option that others have chosen to pursue. Those who opt not to donate might then experience guilt, particularly if they are proximate to the potential recipient and they witness that individual’s poor health; indeed, the unexercised option might foster conflict between potential donor and potential recipient. At the same time, we might have questions about those who do opt to donate: was their decision made freely, in the absence of undue influence?

If we assume that a slippery slope objection is valid, then these concerns should give us cause to pause. Yet, these problems are not new, since they already exist in relation to single kidney donation: here too non-donors might experience guilt and donors might feel unable to decline to donate.\textsuperscript{65} Indeed, perhaps these problems will be less acute in the dual-donation scenario. The significant harms that the donor might experience – and thus the gravity of their decision – could well incline those who are denied the donation towards understanding, rather than upset. Equally, the gravity of such decisions might indicate that they will not be taken lightly, but after careful reflection – and might therefore be less likely to be coerced?

We can only speculate, but, so far, we appear to have a \textit{prima facie} case for allowing Tom’s offer to be pursued. Yet, once we introduce the final value – of \textit{life} itself – the negative case appears to gather force. It might seem odd to introduce this value here: Tom’s quality of life could suffer if he makes the dual-donation, and there is also some degree of risk to his life, but we have argued that

\textsuperscript{55} Boyd \textit{op. cit} note 46.


\textsuperscript{57} Donchin \textit{op. cit} note 12 p369

\textsuperscript{58} Huxtable \textit{op. cit} note 21 p482; Personal Beliefs and Medical Practice. General Medical Council. 2013; Available at: www.gmc-uk.org/guidance [cited 2015 January 25]


these risks might be acceptable. However, thus far we have presumed that Tom would accept RRT: what if Tom wishes to donate but declines subsequent treatment? Such a situation would, of course, affect much of our preceding analysis: now the health risks to Tom are more substantial, and his sons more likely to experience guilt. However, the other points remain: Tom might still insist that this is truly his autonomous wish, in view of the undoubted benefits to his sons, from which he will also benefit in some sense. Ordinarily, the ethic of respect for autonomy would require us not to override an autonomous refusal of treatment. What if Tom has a rational autonomy would require us not to override an autonomous wish to not pursue dialysis after donation, such as a terminal illness that does not preclude kidney donation?\textsuperscript{62} Should Tom be allowed not only to donate his two kidneys, but also to refuse RRT?

This sort of situation might be considered akin to ‘organ donation euthanasia’, whereby an individual chooses to donate their organs as a means of euthanasia i.e. their true aim is to die in view of their (current or anticipated) suffering, and this is achieved by the removal of their organs under general anaesthetic. Some argue that this practice – which is not lawful anywhere to our knowledge – should be endorsed, since it will increase the pool of donor organs and in doing so tackle some of the problems that current policies present, in terms of the timing and definition of death in the context of donation.\textsuperscript{63} However, in our scenario, the better analogy is with ‘thrift euthanasia’, in which an intentional act of one or more individuals . . . directly causes, or knowingly contributes to, the death of another in a manner conducive to the benefit of others.\textsuperscript{64}

We would anticipate objections – at the level of the public interest – to allowing dual-donation if the donor declines subsequent RRT, since this sort of ‘thrift euthanasia’ might be judged to involve too great an incursion into the value of life, and perhaps too proximate to euthanasia per se. We can well expect surgeons to object to what is being asked of them here;\textsuperscript{65} and, if a compliant surgeon can be found, we can also expect questions being asked of them, perhaps even by prosecutors.

But if these qualms are plausible, then so too might they prove manageable. One could envisage a system to ensure that principled lines are not crossed. For example, if it is desired, dual-donation could be limited to situations in which the donor is willing to receive RRT. Dual-donors could be subjected to screening, to ensure that their decision is appropriately autonomous, and offered a medical ‘alibi’ if they decide against donation.\textsuperscript{66} Equally, donation could be restricted to ‘directed donation’ where the recipients are known to the donor. Allowing donation in a case like Tom’s would certainly set a precedent, but setting such a precedent need not mean that the gates are then flung open: for example, the aforementioned case of Y has not heralded any significant shift from the primary focus being on the donor.\textsuperscript{67} With individualized assessments and the limitations we sketch here, the brakes might also be applied to halt any potentially slippery slide.

In short, dual-donation would require the combination of an individual with normal kidney function who has a desire to donate to two known individuals with ESRD. Depriving the donor of the subsequent opportunity to decline RRT might be difficult to square with respect for autonomy, and perhaps the door should be open to allowing this, subject to the satisfaction of certain criteria. Quite what these criteria might be remains to be seen. At the very least, it would appear appropriate to require that donors go into the procedure prepared to become future recipients themselves, as well as preventing a loophole from opening up, through which ‘thrift euthanasia’ (and even euthanasia \textit{simpliciter}) can slip through.

8. CONCLUSION

Requests for dual living kidney donation are likely to be rare, and are most likely to be associated with familial conditions, in which multiple members of one family develop renal failure, while others are disease free. We have argued that there may be a \textit{prima facie} case for allowing such donations to occur, provided that both the donor and the recipients are willing and that due attention is paid to such considerations as the autonomy and welfare of all parties, as well as to the wider ramifications of acting on such a request. It may be that similar arguments apply to the case of sequential donation to the same recipient, such as was mooted in the case of Renada Daniel-Patterson. For now, however, we have focused on dual-donation and we have argued for broader interpretations of the concepts of autonomy and welfare, which


\textsuperscript{67} Re op. cit. note 39.
recognize the importance of relationships and the relevance of more than merely physical well-being. We suspect that, with such a holistic assessment, a case can be made for allowing dual living kidney donation.
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